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you’d expect NASA to use advanced air atmosphere technology for their Mars Mission.
they do: ours.



for the astronauts and scientists going to Mars, NASA is working to create a healthy atmo-
sphere to sustain and nurture life. for the healthiest crafted air here on Earth, they turn to Venta.





Fred Hitzler: Founder/Inventor Venta Airwasher

our large space Purifier,
hybrid Purifier/Humidifier and 
Airwashers are the product 
of over 35 years of 
research and development, 
constantly inventing and 
sourcing dependable, 
effective and safe technologies, 
backed by our famous 
German design, engineering
and manufacturing.



air is brain food
less allergens and viruses mean fewer sick days, 
more alert minds and better focus. that translates to 
a healthier bottom line and more productivity for any 
business. 
or a healthier and happier home.







for babies, adults,     athletes.
for thinkers, dreamers,     do-ers - anybody - it’s the same.
start each day               at your best. 
start by crafting           your air. 



GASES & SMOG

PET HAIR
AND DANDER

TOBACCO
SMOKE

VIRUSES

DUST MITES

DUST & 
DUST ALLERGENS



AIRBORNE 
BACTERIA

AIRBORNE
MOLD SPORES

POLLEN
& ALLERGENS

10 things you won’t be sharing anymore. 

 ODOURS



introducing the   
world’s quietest 
and most powerful 
Air-Purifier featuring 
our new Dual-Filter 
technology.

THE NEXT
GENERATION
PURIFIER 
LP60
LP60 WIFI



LP60, LP60 WiFi: nothing looks like it or purifies like it.



perfect the balance of perfect air.Venta Purifier-Humidifier  hybrid &Airwashers.





most hybrids are compromises. 
not ours.

THE NEXT
GENERATION
PURIFIER +
HUMIDIFIER 
LPH60 WIFI 



most hybrids are compromises. 
not ours.

it’s a Purifier: featuring superior 
purification via our VENTAcel Filter.

it’s a Humidifier: perfect humidification 
through our Cold Evaporation system.

LPH60 WiFi



introducing the most powerful andultra-advanced  Airwasherswe’ve ever built.

THE NEXT
GENERATION
LARGE SPACE
AIRWASHER



Humidification & Purification without 
filters. no humidifier or purifier alone 
can match their performance.

LW60T, LW60T WiFi, LW62 WiFi, LW62T WiFi



hydration
moisturization
rejuvenation
that’s the beauty 
of Venta.





don’t get us started on dry, dirty indoor air caused by 
AC. 



actually - do!



i’m impressed with the cleverness and sophistication behind the simplicity of how they work.
Edward Norton, 2016





Venta technologies 
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what makes our filter different?
1,21 m² high performance expanded Teflon 
(ePTFE) membrane media folded from a con-
tinuous sheet of media to the size of a book.
This creates a particle-arresting micro -
scopic-ePTFE fiber lattice.
then we add our patented, cutting-edge Nel-
ior Filter technology, which explains the filter’s 
unbelievable efficiency.
and for our LP60, LP60 WiFi Purifier with the 
Venta Dual-Filter technology, multiply all of 
that by 2.

the VENTAcel 
Filter: 
unparalleled 
purification 
down to the 
microscopic.
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we aimed to create the ultimate 2in1 Humidifiers that also 
purified and were virtually maintenance free.

to optimize our Cold Evaporation humidification process we 
replaced liquid additives by incorporating the water softening 
agents and ion exchange process into pearl grains inside the 
Hygiene Disc itself. all that’s left to do is fill and refill the unit with 
water.

all units will remind you when the disc needs replacing via the 
touchscreen display or the optional wi-fi. 

the indoor air revolution is here. and everyone’s invited.

the Venta 
Hygiene Disc. 
Humidification & 
Purification are just 
one snap away. 





Aroma Capsules: 
instant, easy aroma 
fragrance for all our 
new models including 
a world first: 
a Purifier with 
fragrance feature. 





we make our units with 100% green energy.
we design our units to be 100% recyclable.
our units are designed to last a lifetime.
in every way we can, we are committed to reducing our 
carbon footprint. 
that’s why all over the world you’ll find our units in bedrooms, 
studies, lounges, work spaces, lobbies, waiting rooms, 
factories, offices & headquarters.
never in landfills.
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